
Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Zac’s Pal

What do we know about                ? What do we know about                 ?

How are                and                the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Zac’s Cap

What do we know about              ? What do we know about          ?

How are               and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction On Dad’s Lap

What do we know about              ? What do we know about            ?

How are               and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction A Pig and His Wig

What do we know about             ? What do we know about           ?

How are               and             the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Tag Dad

What do we know about                    ? What do we know about            ?

How are                    and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction So Big!

What do we know about                 ? What do we know about         ?

How are                  and          the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Rod’s Box

What do we know about           ? What do we know about          ?

How are            and           the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Hop On!

What do we know about               ? What do we know about          ?

How are               and          the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction To the Top!

What do we know about            ? What do we know about           ?

How are             and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Buzz, Buzz!

What do we know about             ? What do we know about            ?

How are             and            the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Gus’s Pup

What do we know about           ? What do we know about          ?

How are            and           the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Yum, Yum, Nuts

What do we know about          ? What do we know about          ?

How are          and          the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Get Up!

What do we know about             ? What do we know about           ?

How are             and           the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Mel

What do we know about           ? What do we know about          ?

How are            and           the same?



Whole Phonics™ 

Fact and Fiction Jen’s Web

What do we know about            ? What do we know about           ?

How are            and           the same?
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